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NAACP boss
put on notice
for activism
by Mitch Weiss
Associated Press writer

TOLEDO — The president of
the local National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People chapter said Tuesday he
was suspended from his job at
the Ohio Bureau of Employment
Services for two weeks because
of his work with the civil rights
group.
"I have always known that
there is a risk when you are involved in civil rights and when
your employer does not have
sensitivity to see what you are
doing is for the good of the
community," said LeRoy Williams, president of the local
NAACP since 1985.
Carol Kuhman, an OBES
spokeswoman in Columbus, said
Tuesday she and other agency
officials would not comment on
Williams' suspension because it
was a personnel matter.
Williams, a field examiner in
the agency's Toledo Compliance
Office, was told in a Sept. 20 letter from the OBES that he was
charged with "dishonesty, mal-

feasance and misfeasance ...
and neglect of duty." After a
Nov. 19 disciplinary hearing, he
was suspended without pay from
Dec. 19 until Jan. 10 — 15 workingdays.
The OBES contended that Williams took unauthorized personal time on June 23 and June 28
last year. Williams and 12 other
Toledo civil rights leaders were
arrested June 28 for trying to
stop a City Council meeting during a protest of the city's treatment of blacks. The personal
leave totaled 3.5 hours.
The agency also charged that
Williams falsified documents by
charging time and mileage to
trips he did not make on those
days. Williams denies the allegations.
Williams was also suspended
for allegedly engaging in outside
employment with WCSS Business Enterprises Inc., which
Williams described as a consulting company that helped minority businesses. The OBES said
his association with the company was a conflict of interest.

Photo, John Potter

House Hunting
Amy Howald. sophomore art major (left) and Geanie Pinney. sophomore journalism major, speak to representatives of RE. Management
at last night's Off-Campus Housing Fair in the Lenhart Grand Ball-

room. "The Fair is a good idea." Howald said. "It's a lot easier than
running all over town trying to find an apartment."

D See NAACP, page 4.

Olscamp supports proposition 42
by Andy Woodard
assistant managing editor

Although University President Paul Olscamp
voted against the controversial Proposition 42 at
the NCAA Convention in San Francisco last week,
he now says he supports it.
At the convention. Proposition 42 was passed by
a vote of 163 to 154 last Wednesday. It will amend
Proposition 48, the current by-law governing student-athletes.
Proposition 48 requires incoming freshmen to
score a minimum of 700 on the SAT or 15 on the
ACT, plus have a 2.0 grade point average in high
school, to be eligible to compete in intercollegiate
athletics.
However, in August 1990, Proposition 42 will restrict student-athletes from attending college on
an athletic scholarship if they do not meet the requirements of Proposition 48.
"We voted against (Proposition 42) because
Proposition 48 had not been in full effect yet," said

"When Proposition 48 was
first proposed, very few of our
players would have been
ineligible. I wouldn't expect
that to change now."
-Paul Olscamp, University .
president
Olscamp, referring to the inception of Proposition
48 in 1986.
"We needed the time to review its effects," he
said. "But now it's the law — we strongly support
it."
Proposition 42, proposed by Southeastern Conference Commissioner Harvey Schiller, had failed
by eight votes two days before its passage.
However, Jack Taylor, University vice president of Minority Affairs, said the new by-law has

civil rights implications.
USA TODAY reported Tuesday that 90 percent
of the student-athletes affected by Proposition 48
are black.
"It's going to have a tremendous impact on
black athletes and the poor," Taylor said. "Obviously, Bowling Green (athletics) will be affected
but, to what extent, I don't know."
Of the other eight schools in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC), Kent State, Ohio University
and Central Michigan voted in favor of Proposition
42. Miami, Toledo, Western Michigan, Eastern
Michigan and Ball State were against it.
Olscamp said he and other MAC presidents conducted a study when Proposition 48 went into effect. The results showed the MAC would be the
least affected of any conference in the NCAA, he
said.
"When Proposition 48 was first proposed, very
few of our players would have been ineligible,
Olscamp said. "I wouldn't expect that to change
now."
In the three years Proposition 48 has been in ef-

Tax dispersal questioned
by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor
While representatives from
Ohio colleges and universities
supported Gov. Richard
Celeste's proposed tax hike for
education, they expressed concern over how the funds will be
distributed.
Celeste reviewed his proposal in a meeting Friday with
presidents of the state's higher
education institutions, University President Paul Olscamp
said.
"I think that there is general
agreement among four-year
presidents of the governor's
efforts to find funds, but concern about the mechanism of
how money will be distributed," Olscamp said.
The concern stems from the
possible formation of an Education Leadership Board of
Trustees that would have review authority over the Ohio
Board of Regents and the State
Board of Education.
"We would be concerned
about that (control) because

there is a lot of local control
and autonomy by the University board of trustees," Olscamp
said.
The proposed 12-member
board would consist of four
members, including the
chairman, appointed by the
governor; two members appointed by the House of Representatives, two members appointed by the president of the
Senate, two members appointed by the Ohio Board of Regents, and two members appointed by the State Board of
Education.
"The proposal is a very
complicated thing, so it is too
early to tell how it will affect
students in the long run," Olscamp said.
He said the Ohio General Assembly still has to vote on
whether to hold a June election
before the proposal could be
placed on the ballot.
Olscamp said the general assembly has three options.
They could do nothing, or
they could vote "yes" on the
election, putting the proposal
on a June ballot.

Wednesday
According lo the Notional Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mostly cloudy
with a high of around
40. There Is a slight
chance of rain
showers or snow, with
a low tonight of 30.
Thursday will be partly cloudy with a high
in the mid-30s.

However, Amy Wendell, a
spokesperson for the Secretary
of State's office, said it would
cost the state an estimated $5
to 6 million to hold a special
election.
Olscamp said the legislature
will most likely vie for the third
option and wait until June 30,
the end of the fiscal year, and
submit its own budget.
"When the legislature has a
budget, they could decide if
additional funds are needed
and put the proposal on a later
ballot," Olscamp said.
"A lot of legislators who are
critical of the proposal say
they don't know if they need
additional money because
there is no budget (for the upcoming fiscal year) yet," he
said.
Though the exact budget is
not yet known, and Celeste's
proposed legislation is meeting
opposition, Olscamp said he
thinks educators recognize the
need to increase educational
funding.

Tax hike
probed
by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor
A proposed state tax hike
for education and the University's course repeat policy highlighted the Faculty
Paul J.flWamp said he
found the governor's proposed tax Mse - which
would generate educational funding revenues —
to be confosing.
Otacamp, who met with
the governor Friday afternoon, said the one percent
increase in personal and
corporate income taxes
would generate approxiD See Senate, page 4.

fect, six University athletes have had to sit out
their freshman year, according to Pat Cleveland,
University Director of Academic and Reglatory
Affairs.
Athletic Director Jack Gregory' said if Proposition 42 would have been implemented earlier,
the six athletes might not have been here.
"The rule change as (Proposition) 42 reads eliminates the possibility of going to school for some
student-athletes," Gregory said. "At least under
(Proposition) 48, they had a chance to prove themselves academically at the universities."
One of the biggest arguments surrounding Proposition 48 deals with the two college entrance
exams — the ACT and SAT, Cleveland said.
She said many Proposition 48 casualites come
from inner-city areas where high schools fail to
teach students as well as they could.
"It's a real tragedy that kids can come out of
(the inner-city) with good grades and can't get
passing test scores," Cleveland said. "Proposition
42 is really unfortunate because it tightens the
noose on kids who come from poorer areas."

Riots rock Miami
over racial issue
by Richard Cole
Associated Press writer

MIAMI — Angry crowds
burned a car and hurled rocks
and bottles at police Tuesday as
violence flared anew after a
night of rioting sparked by the
fatal shooting of an unarmed
black motorcyclist by a white
policeman.
Schools were closed and police
cordoned off a 130-block area as
city leaders sought to restore
cafm in the predominantly black
Overtown neighborhood.
But trouble erupted again
when a white man in a luxury
car reportedly fired into a crowd
of blacks in the area Tuesday
afternoon, wounding one person
before driving away.
"All I know is that one person
was hit in the side," police
spokesman Angelo Bitsis said,
adding that the unidentified victim was hospitalized in fair condition.
The car of Associated Press
photographer Mark Pesetsky
was burned and he was roughed

up by a mob when he attempted
to take pictures of the crowd
that had gathered near the site
of Tuesday's shooting.
Policy fired tear gas at the
crowd and in turn were pelted by
rocks and bottles. They then
sealed off a several block area
and shots could be heard from
within.
Pesetsky, who was not seriously hurt, said he and two other
photographers had been taken
pictures trom what he thought
was a safe distance when the
violence reached him.
"I saw someone coming
around a building and throwing
rocks, and I said 'Let's go, get
out of here," Pesetsky said.
The FBI announced that it
would open an investigation into
Monday night's shooting to
determine whether there were
civil rights violations, Miami
bureau spokesman George Kiszynski said.
"I can't tell you how long it
will take, but it will be an extensive and thorough investigation
and it will be done as promptly
as possible," Kiszynski said.

News in Brief
Job fair outlines careers

of computer science, and Bruce Smith, director of
the co-op program, said the fair — which is in its
ninth year — will bring 23 companies to the UniUniversity computer science/management in- versity, including Marathon Oil, CompuServe,
formation systems (MIS) majors will be able to IBMandTrinova.
speak with professionals in their area today about
Although the companies will be looking for canco-ops, job opportunities and career options.
didates for summer, part-time and temporary
The University's computer science department positions Wednesday night, they will also interand the co-operative education office will sponsor view selected individuals for permanent positions
a job fair from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Wednesday in Thursday. Miller said the fair, billed as Computer
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Science Night, is an excellent way for computer
Union.
science/MK majors to make job contacts.
"We're looking forward to being bigger and betThe organizers of the fair, Lee Miller, professor

ter this year," Smith added.
■by Linda Boyer

Bush bash delays shows
NEW YORK (AP) — Television networks will
pre-empt regular programming during the day
Friday for live coverage of the presidential inauguration and most will present late-night specials
with highlights of the day's events.
CBS and NBC plan to begin live coverage at 10
a.m. EST and conclude at about 4 p.m. EST. ABC
win begin at 10:30 and conclude around 3 p.m.
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Positive vote urged
It's time for a change.
With the sudden departure of the UnderSaduate Student Government Vice President Joe
eyer last Tuesday, a key leadership role in the
organization was left vacant at a time when its
plans for the semester could have been taking
shape.
Those plans — and any new ideas which can be
implemented during the semester — can continue,
however.
With the tentative appointment of freshman political science major Kevin Coughlin to the vacated
position, USG President Tim Peterson has found a
replacement that will add a new and fresher perspective to the body which is generally headed by
juniors and seniors.
Despite limited involvement with USG, Coughlin
has exhibited the capability for strong leadership —
a quality which can only be beneficial to the representative body of the students.
In addition to being selected as the Kreischer
Quadrangle district representative in fall elections,
he was chosen by his government peers in the General Assembly to serve as Chief Legislative Officer,
its liasion to the executive cabinet.
With three more years at the University, Coughlin will bring continuity to future USG administrations — an aspect it generally lacks, making it
difficult to continue plans developed by previous
leaders.
Many programs and plans take more time to
complete than one administration has to work with,
often creating the perception that the power to effectively represent the students is limited at best.
Coughlin s continuance could change this.
While the loss of Meyer will be noticed, a two-thirds majority vote by the General Assembly on Jan.
23 to accept Coughlin for the position is urged.

Fernald delay wrong
Decisions must be made.
President Reagan has advised closing the
Fernald plant, near Cincinnati, while Sen. John
Glenn has called for further examination of its
operation — delaying the shut-down decision.
Top priority needs to be given to its examination
— before the dangers involved with the plant's
operation develops mto something irreversible.
Residents were told another study concerning the
plant's radioactive materials would be delayed.
This is inexcusable considering federal researchers
were to meet with area residents in September.
The citizens have made their decision.
By backing a $300 million lawsuit filed on behalf
of neighbors alleging that the plant has contaminated the environment, posed a nealth menace and
ruined local property values, a citizens' group is
calling for action.
Government bureaucracy take heed. A completed study must be made immediately — one
which will provide solid, educated answers.
It cannot be postponed indefinitely while human
lives are endangered.
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ALAN TRACEY

Snoozing thru the day...
The day started pretty much like any other.
The alarm sounded and I hit the snooze button. Snooze is a great thine unless you hit it
four or five times (which I did) and end up
missing your classes (which I also did).
You'd think after facing mornings for close
to 21 years, I'd be used to them By now, but
I'm not.
I went shopping yesterday so I decided to
make breakfast. A funny thing about our refrigerator is that it only has ten of those little
egg pockets. Now where exactly does one
buy ten eggs at a time?
I opened a can of frozen orange juice with
FRESH written in big green letters on the
side. How exactly do they constitute frozen,
concentrated orange juice as FRESH?
I was so wrapped up in breakfast that I
barely noticed the time and had to rush to
make it to class on time. Did you ever notice
when you're in a rush that no one else is?
Driving is the worst at times like this. I hope
there's a special hell for people who drive
slowly in the fast lane.
I turned on the news and it was saying
something about a man being sentenced to
death in Florida. That got me thinking. If a
man is sentenced to death by lethal injection, is it really necessary to rub the spot
with a cotton ball beforehand?

Next was a story of how Penn and Teller
and the Smothers Brothers are bringing
back the age of the comic duo. Frankly, I
think that George Bush and Dan Quayle are
the funniest pair around.
Classes went pretty much like they always
do. I lucked out this semester and only had to
stand in the drop/add line once. That line
really infuriates me. I'm tired of trying to be
witty and sarcastic about the drop/add line.
It out and out sucks — and we all know it.
Why are they spending money on an information booth instead of hiring more teachers?! Why are they letting new students in
the college of business when the ones
already in it can't get classes?!
Every semester there's editorials about
it; every semester it's on the front page of
the news; every semester students voice
their displeasure and, yet, every semester
it's still there. Doesn't what the students
want and need matter? Don't we pay the
bills around here? ARGH!!
Next I called the Health Center, to see if I
could get an appointment for my sore throat.
They told me they were booked, but I could
be a "drop-in." (For those of you not sure
what a "drop-in" is, it means that rather
than spending half of your day in the lobby
with an appointment, you get to spend most

of it there.) Which do you think lasts longer,
the average illness or the average wait in the
Health Center?
I took my chances on the latter and headed
towards the Bursar's office. On my way, I
saw a friend of mine and she told me I looked
nice and then immediately asked me if I had
gotten my outfit for Christmas. Don't you
just love that? I swear for three months
after December everytime you wear something nice everyone thinks you got it for
Christmas. What ... didn't I wear nice
clothes before Christmas? Did I look like a
schlepp or what?!
At the Bursar's I got the typical rude imKrsonal service I've come to know and love,
i they make robots programmed to be insensitive and curt? If so, BGSU should buy
some; we'd be getting the same service for a
cheaper price. (But, tor the record, some of
them aren't bad.)
Next, I saw a couple of guys wearing their
football jackets to class and it occurred to
me — you know how football players wave
and yell "Hi, Mom" when they're oncamera? What do orphan football players
say?
Tracey, a Junior product procurement
management major, is returning as a regular columnist for The News. His column will
be appearing every other week.

LETTERS

USG is not
living up to
expectations
Even though I will be a graduating senior this semester, I
am troubled by the fact that our
student government has failed
to live up to its goals and responsibilities which the BGSU campus community had been promised during the last election.
Having been closely affiliated
with the past election, I have
taken measures to remain
abreast of the Undergraduate
Student Government's activities
this year. Frankly, I am disappointed with the lack of resolve and progress this administration has displayed.
I had envisioned USG as
having been elected by the undergraduate student body to
strive for the betterment of student life, by working on behalf of
the student body.
The task of administering the
USG is a great responsibility;
this responsibility is certainly
not for everyone. The irresponsibility displayed by the current
USG administration by its failure to implement the Teacher
Evaluations, the Round Table
Discussions and to properly
conduct district elections and
voter registration causes me to
become disgusted with yet another dismal performance by

USG.
These failures and mishaps
have become the normal standard for our USG and are quite
easy to comprehend. However,
the unexplained departure of
Joe Meyer and the proposed apSlntment of freshman Kevin
ughlin is incomprehensible to
even the most sympathetic USG
supporter.
Joe Meyer displayed an utter
lack of concern by vacating his
post. A desertion of this magnitude compounds the inadequacies of the administration's failures to date.
Peterson further exacerbated
the situation by selecting the
inexperienced Coughlin to assume Meyer's duties. Coughlin's
relative Inexperience to the student body seems to underscore
USG's current problems with
facilitating programs for the
student body.
The fact that Coughlin is the

chief legislator will certainly affect the voting by the legislative
assembly. Furthermore. Coughlin's aspirations toward higher
office in the Spring elections will
complicate USG affairs.

vice president is directing his
energies toward an election
campaign? Will this compel Tim
Peterson to create yet another
office duplicating USG efforts in
the future?

If Coughlin is approved as vice
president by the Assembly, he
will be in charge of both elections and balloting in the upcoming 1969 elections. Problems will
certainly arise due to the fact
that Coughlin has expressed an
interest in running for USG elections this spring. Could this not
be construed as a conflict of interest, as Coughlin would be
running for office while simultaneously overseeing the entire
process?
Furthermore, USG has a lot of
catching up to do if Tim Peterson still intends to Implement
his campaign promises from
last Spring. How can this feasibly be accomplished while his

Please Tim, let's dispense
with any more "goofy situations," and start taking the responsibilities of your office more
seriously. I will be leaving
BGSU in the Spring. As a concerned student, I have deemed it
necessary to do all I can to make
BGSU a better university for all
students. This is the premise for
which I ran for election last
year. I suggest the current USG
administration should reflect on
these thoughts and ask, "If upon
departure it will have left the
campus community a better
place for all?"

by Berke Breathed
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Local
Food bank belts tightening
Low surpluses cause concern at area distribution programs
by Jill Novak
staff reporter

A Bowling Green food distribution program found its shelves bare after a surplus from the
federal government ran dry.
Chuck Hayden, volunteer coordinator for the Bowling Green
Commodity Distribution program, said the only item the
program received for the
months of November and
December was a one-pound
block of butter.

"It's really hurt the program
because we used to get five
pounds of cheese and flour every
month, along with amounts of
cornmeal, rice and honey," he
said.
Food banks, such as the commodity program in Bowling
Green, began in 1983 as a way of
reducing surplus inventory of
dairy and farm industries, said
Jeanne Barcus, program coordinator of the Temporary
Emergency Food Assistance
Program o! Ohio.
The government had mass

BG News/Pat Mlngarelli
While pantry shelves at The Link remain full, supplies at some local food
banks are suffering from govermental shortages. Lisa Ziska-Marchand,
director of counseling at The Link, said the cutbacks suffered by other
programs have caused an increase in demand for The Link's food supplies.

DOMINO'S PIZZA
Drivers wanted full and part time, flexible
hours, days and evenings. Must be at least 18
with own car and insurance. Must be able to
work weekends. Pays $4.50 - $6.50 per hour
with mileage and tips. Apply at 1616 E.
Wooster 352-1539.
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
+&+&+&*&*0*&*&*0*0*&*&+&*0*&*&*

HOWARD'S club H
210 IN. MAIN
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€ddie Shaw
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January 18-21

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5
HOWARDS IS A UI&CINATICI) DRIVER PARTICIPANT

quantities of the products —
such as dairy foods and honey —
sitting in warehouses. They began eliminating this surplus by
starting programs which would
feed the hungry, Barcus said.
However, by April 1988, the
product surplus began to
dwindle, she said.
"The Department of Agriculture said there would no longer
be cheese, milk, or honey available in surplus, which caused a
strong opposition to arise," Barcus said.
In addition to Bowling Green,
the Toledo Seagate food bank
noticed drastic cutbacks in their
food supply this year, Mindy
Ohlman, donation coordinator,
said.
In January 1988, the Toledo
food bank received 4,960 pounds
of cheese, 1,750 pounds of rice,
2,200 pounds of milk, 1,680
pounds of flour and 1,000 pounds
of honey, Ohlman said.
A year later, the supplies provided have been reduced, she
said.
"This January, we received
one load of cornmeal and 1,680
Smnds of flour — that's it,"
hlman said. "This is the worst
that it has ever been and I really
don't see it getting better. The
government was going to completely cut out our program."
According to the government,
the surplus that existed in 1983
has diminished, she said.
However, Barcus said a $120
million Hunger Relief Act has
been allocated by Congress to
keep the programs in operation.
The money will be used to buy

pork, peanut butter, egg mix. raisins and canned beans, which
will be given to the food banks
throughout the state in addition
to the flour, butter and cornmeal
which is still available, she said.
Different areas of the state
will be given a portion of the
products purchased through the
relief act each month, Barcus
said.
Once the program is established, distribution will be more
balanced.
While federally funded food
banks are struggling, area programs that rely on donations or
church support are stable.
Drew Hoffer, director of the
Northwestern Ohio Food Bank
in Toledo, said the nongovernment affiliated agency is
not experiencing problems.
Hoffer said the businesses —
such as General Mills — which
help support his food bank continue to be extremely cooperative in their donations.
"The U.S. Department of
Agriculture programs are run
entirely different," Hoffer said.
"These programs are not prospering now, but we are doing
just fine."
In Bowling Green, the Link
operates a pantry stocked by the
donations of churches and private individuals, director Becky
Cheney said.
"We don't deal with government distribution," Cheney
said. "We give people everything they need and we usually
have everything."

■O Newi
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UCF volunteers
aid community
by Jill Novak
staff reporter

Students interested in tutoring children, working with the
handicapped and teaching adults how to read now have the opportunity to do so through three programs sponsored by United
Christian Fellowship Church (UCF).
Kay Sergent, director of Community Services for UCF, said
the programs are successful and can help University students
define vocational goals and learn practical skills.
Although students do not need to be qualified in special
areas, Sergent said most volunteers are social work, education
or English majors.
Of the three outreach services offered by UCF, the tutoring
program has been in existence the longest, she said.
"This program involves tutoring students from three-yearolds to high school students," she said. "The students are from
Perrysburg Heights."
Susan Goodman, sophomore elementary education major,
said she will be starting her third semester as a tutor.
"I like working with children and this (program) provided
me with an opportunity to do so," she said.
Goodman said the tutoring program allows the students to
have a relationship with their tutor based on trust, which sometimes develops into a friendship.
"Working with kids makes you feel good and you are also
helping others," she said. "It gives you the chance to identify
witS yourself.
Teresa Richter, whose sons have been involved in the proSam for about five years, said they look forward meeting with
eir tutor.
"It has been a really good opportunity for them," Richter
said. "It enables them to nave fun while learning." In addition
to the tutoring, another program involves working with the
handicapped, Sergent said. The program consists of a volunteer getting together with a mentally or physically handicapped individual and spending time with them — such as seeing a movie together, she said.
Another program Sergent oversees pairs a volunteer with an
adult who is deficient in literary skills, she said.
An informational meeting for people interested in volunteering will be held at 6:00 p.m. Wednesday at the United Christian
Fellowship Church, she added.

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
Sign up this week only for home delivery
of the Toledo Blade daily and Sunday
$1.00 /per week. Sign-ups are held in the
BA building.
Limited to new doily subscribers.
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Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1989 and 1989-90 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
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Mohan) F OWMM. Oovmar HrflnMiiiJby tr» BOSO Omw *m EftvTonwnlM Prognw
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THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
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City plans for clean water
Reservoir construction to reduce nitrate danger by 1990
by Greg Connel
city reporter

While the city is still suffering
from high nitrate levels in its
water supply, construction is
under way on a reservoir to provide a back-up water source.
David Barber, public works
director, said although warm
temperatures this winter have
allowed construction of the city's reservoir to proceed
smoothly, the facility will not be
fully operational until 1990.
Tne $3.4 million reservoir will
hold up to 150 million gallons of
water. Using the city's population estimates, the reservoir is
designed to maintain a 30-day
back-up water supply for the city's projected population in the
year 2020, he said.

"City council is considering raising the
rates to pay part of the bill, but so far we
have shown them we have enough in the
water and sewer capital improvement
fund to cover the cost."
-Dave Barber, public works director
In cases such as the current
nitrate contamination, the city
could mix clean water from the
reservoir with the high-nitrate
water coming from the Maumee
River to reduce the nitrate level
in the water sent to the city,
Barber said.
The reservoir will not be used
strictly as an emergency water
source, however.
"The way it's proposed now, it

will be in use all the time as a
flow- through facility," he said.
"It will allow us to temper variables in the water and provide a
smoother water quality."
Construction began early in
December 1988 and should be
completed in August or September 1989, Barber said.
However, the reservoir will
not go into use until it is filled.
"If we complete construction

in mid- to late-summer we have
all winter to fill it and it could be
ready by next spring," he said.
Barber said the reservoir, located adjacent to the city's
water treatment plant on River
Road, will be filled by the same
pumps that provide water to the
city.
He said the reservoir is
financed by the city's water and
sewer capital improvement
fund, which contains one-third of
the city's income tax revenues.
City council is also considering a
rate increase to help foot the
bill, he said.
"City council is considering
raising the rates to pay part of
the bul. but so far we have
shown them we have enough in
the water and sewer capita! improvement fund to cover the
cost," Barber said.

Senate D Continued from page 1.
mately $700 million state-wide.
The additional funding
would generate needed dollars,
but there are other considerations in the legislation that are
not favorable, Olscamp said.
He said an Educational Excellence Board of Trustees, a body
whose role is presently unclear,
would be created along with the
tax hike.
Before the tax issue can be
voted on, the Ohio General Assembly must have a three-fifths
vote to hold a special election, he
said.
"In my personal opinion, right
now I would not bet any amount
of money on there being any
election, Olscamp said.
The president said his views
were also shared by the Ohio
Education Association and local
school boards, where the passage of local levies may suffer.
"We would rather have money
created in general revenues by
the state legislature, but if not,
we are ready to work hard to do

NAACP

rop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

WASHINGTON
CENTER

Hrs:

Mon.-Frl. 9-5
Sat.
10-3

The Washington Center
Internship Program

4:00 Capitol Room, Union
Contact: Center for Academic Options
231 Administration Building
372-8202

Why Graduate Without it?

Students who want to gain valuble experience in
their working field and meet prospective employers.
By participating in a Spring Externship on
March 20 - 25, 1989
The following externship positions are available:
Field

Area

Juvenile Delinquency

Toledo, Ohio

Wellness for Senior Adults
Plant Controller

White Plains. NY
Salisbury, Md.

Public Health or Health Education
Elementary Teaching

Columbus, Ohio
Marietta, Go.

Music Education

Van Wert. Ohio
Morristown, TN
Troy, Ohio
Wyoming, Ml

Insurance

t

i♦

Williams said personnel can
take leave during the course of a
day. He said he filled out the
necessary paperwork on June 28
but that his supervisor was out
sick and, therefore, the paperwork was not signed when he left
for the civil rights gathering.

<7&B*- frtfout
~f*t<A*ur

National Student
Exchange
T
Spend a term or
a year at one ot
80 colleges

INFORMATION SESSION
Thurs., Jan. 19, 4:00 p.m.
Union - Alumni Room
Center for Academic Options

X
Pay no out-of
state fees

Bart Brennan, vice chair of
Faculty Senate, said the ramifications of the proposal go
beyond a "nice little bul to raise
money."
In other business, Faculty
Senate discussed the proposed
changes in the University course
repeat policy.
Currently, the grade of a repeated course replaces the previous grade. Under the proposed
elicy, the new grade is affected
. the original one.
Pete Hutchinson, associate
vice president of academic affairs, said the changes would
provide greater incentive to students the first time they take a
course.
The Undergraduate Student
Government opposes the
changes, which would affect
how a student's grade point
average is computed.
USG President Tim Peterson
said the proposed change would
be unfair to students with learning disabilities as well as those
trying to better themselves.
Discussion on the motion was
tabled until more information on
students who repeat courses
could be compiled.
A bill extending the Faculty
Improvement Leave Policy
three additional years was passed. The policy allows faculty to
take one academic vear leave of
absence instead of one semester
A resolution dealing with
software and intellectual rights
in the University community
was tabled.
Brennan said 46 national
merit finalists will start attending the University in the fall.

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
Here are some pointers to
help get your refund
sooner.
• use the peel-off label and
pre-addressed return
envelope.
• round off dollar amounts.
• use the correct tax table.
• sign and date your return.

iFTfZmiU

372-8202

"Summer term applications due: Feb. 17, 1989.

WANTED:

How?

He said he had never been disciplined by the agency in his
seven years of work there.

• Internships available in all fields •

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18
INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION

For Internships and
Academic Seminars

D Continued from page 1.
Williams said the company
has been inactive since he began
with OBES but that he files an
annual report with the Internal
Revenue Service each year to
keep the company name active.
The reports show that WCSS has
not reported any income since
the early 1980s.
"I have been here all this time
and if there was a conflict of interest ... they should have taken
disciplinary action years ago,"
Williams said.

what is necessary to raise
funds," Olscamp said.

Outdoor Education or Environmental Field
Audiology/Speech Pathology

Huber Heights, Ohio
St. Paulding, Ohio
Independence, Ohio
Bellefontaine, Ohio

Obstetrics/Gynecology Medicine

Olmstead Falls, Ohio
Kettering, Ohio

Admissions
Banking

Bowling Green, Ohio
Bowling Green, Ohio

Ceramics and Art
Public Relations or Counseling

Taos, NM
Dayton, Ohio

Electronics - Sales ond Distribution

Itasca. IL

Applications are available at the college offices, the placement office,
360 Student Services, and Mileti Alumni Center.
Submit Applications to Mileti Alumni Center by January 30, 1989
Sponsored by the Undregraduate Alumni Association

The Semester has started,
but fy
is still looking
for new members!
If you're interested in any one
of our 13 committees, making new
friends, or having fun then stop
by our OPEN HOUSE! It's being held TODAY
from 11 am to 2 pm in the
UAO OFFICE, 3rd Floor, University Union.

■ WE WANT TO SEE YOU! %
CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK TO
THE
1989 BGSU MOCK TRIAL TEAM
As a result of a university wide competition, ten students were
chosen to represent BGSU at the National Intercollegiate Mock
Trial Competition in Des Moines, Iowa on February 18th and 19th,
1989. The selected team members all demonstrated outstanding
ability as advocates and they are to be congratulated for their
achievement. The team members and their hometowns are as
follows:
1) Greg Costabile, Sr., Mayfield, OH. (Team Captain)
2) Angle Walker, Sr., Alliance, OH.
3) Jeffrey Witschey, Sr., Wadsworth, OH.
4) Eric See , Fr., Van Wert OH.
5) Frank J. Witschey, Sr., Wadsworth, OH.
6) Robert Strauss, Sr., North Olmsted, OH.
7) Kurt Glaser, Sr., Toledo, OH.
8) Lisa L. Zollins, Jr., Bolivar, OH.
9) Ann-Marie Notaro, Sr., North Canton, OH.
10) Deb Dolan, Grad. Student and Asst. Coach, Cleveland, OH

GO FOR THE GOLD IN IOWA!
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
German plant selling to Libya

Man guns down children, kills self

Bentsen Sr. killed in car accident

FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) - West Germany's Merck
chemical companv told the government Tuesday that it shipped 19
tons of a chemical solvent to Libya last year. It said the destination
may have been the plant Washington says can produce poison gas.
A Frankfurt company reported it provided expensive ventilation
equipment to a now-defunct Frankfurt firm reportedly at the center
of the plant's construction at Rabta. Libya.

STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) — A man wearing combat fatigues
opened fire with an automatic rifle at children in an elementary
school yard Tuesday and then invaded the classrooms. Five children
— all refugees from Southeast Asia —were killed and 30 people
wounded before the gunman killed himself.
"He was just standing there with a gun, making wide sweeps,"
said Lori Mackey, who teaches deaf children at the Cleveland Elementary School and ran to her window when she heard what she
thought were firecrackers.
She said she saw a man standing in the schoolyard, spraying gunfire back and forth as 400-500 students from grades 1-3 played at
recess.
She said when she realized what was happening, she took her 10
students into a rear room where they couldn't be seen.
"He was not talking, he was not yelling, he was very straightfaced, it did not look like he was really angry, it was just matter-offactly," she said of the gunman, whom she described as about 5-10
with short dirty-blonde hair.
"There was mass chaos. There were kids running in every direction," she said.
Deputy Police Chief Ralph Tribble said the gunman, dressed in
battle gear and wearing a flak jacket, set his car on fire as a diversion before entering the campus at about 11:40 a.m. PST with two
handguns and a Russian-made AK-47 assault rifle.

EDINBURG, Texas (AP) — Lloyd M. Bentsen Sr., an early developer of Texas' lower Rio Grande Valley and whose son was the
Democratic vice-presidential candidate last year, was killed in a
traffic accident Tuesday. He was 95.
The father of Sen. Lloyd Bentsen died in a two-vehicle collision
after apparently failing to yield the right of way at a rural intersection between Edinburg and Mission, near the Mexican border, said
Police Chief A.C. Gonzales.
The senior Bentsen remained active in his farming, ranching and
real estate interests until his death.

A transport company in Cologne said federal officials seized some
of its records in conjunction with the growing Libyan investigation.
The acknowledgments add to the growing list of West German
companies that were, or may nave been, involved in providing materials for the plant, although they may not have known it at the
time.
After listening to days of denials from their government leaders,
West Germans nave become increasingly accustomed to daily revelations of further involvement of West German businesses in what
U.S. officials say is Col. Moammar Kadhafi's chemical weapons
plant.
Each revelation has led to questions about West German credibility.
The Social Democrats, the major opposition party, said in a
statement Tuesday that government handling of the case had fueled
a "basic mistrust of West Germany.

STATE / LOCAL
Support for the poor investigated

Five indicted in Teamster crimes

COLUMBUS (AP) — The Ohio Chamber of Commerce favors
measures to explore affordable health insurance for Ohio's working
poor but opposes any plan mandating employers to provide it, a
spokesman said Tuesday.
OCC officials endorsed identical bills now pending in the Senate
and House under which the state would finance five health insurance
pilot projects in various areas of the state, starting this summer.
The idea is to explore among small employers, insurers, health
care specialists and others the availability of options — such as
health education for employees or partial payments by the insured
for some services — that could reduce costs.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Five Teamsters from Local 436 have been
indicted on federal racketeering, theft and embezzlement charges,
related to the theft of $259,000 from the local's welfare fund, federal
officials said Tuesday.
Acting U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Ohio William
Edwards announced the indictment Tuesday of Salvatore T. Busacca, his son, Salvatore I. Busacca, Pat Lanese, Gary Tiboni and Michael Paventi with violating federal racketeering laws.
The indictments were returned by a special federal grand jury
Dec. 5 but were ordered sealed by U.S. Magistrate Jack Streepy,
pending the outcome of the unrelated Teamsters embezzlement trial
of Harold Friedman and Anthony Hughes, Edwards said.
They were convicted last week on charges of embezzlement, labor
racketeering and conspiracy to commit labor racketeering. Friedman was also convicted on a charge of filing a false report to the Department of Labor.
The elder Busacca, 58, of Mayfield Heights, former president of
Local 436, is serving a 10-year prison sentence at a federal prison in
Fort Worth, Texas, after being convicted in January 1988 on racketeering, embezzlement, mail fraud, income tax evasion and conspiracy charges.
The indictment alleges Busacca, who had been chairman of the
local's welfare and pension funds, received more than $259,000 in
unauthorized payments in 1987 from the local which he used for his
unsuccessful defense in his trial on the previous charges.

About 14 percent of Ohio's population, or about 1.5 million individuals, are without health insurance. Studies show most are employed
by businesses with 25 or fewer workers and they do not earn enough
to buy private insurance — but earn too much to qualify for Medicaid.
I. John Reimers, OCC president, said the chamber is concerned
about the problem but believes mandated coverage — proposed in
another bill by Rep. Robert Hagan, D-Youngstown — woula be "devastating" to small businesses such as stores or barbershops.
"It's a small-business issue," Reimers said.
Amie Showalter-Newman, executive director of the Ohio Small
Business Council, a division of OCC, said the council supports the
projects because they will show "what works best."

"He was here two or three times a week, sometimes every day,"
said Bud Williams, foreman for the last 25 years at Bentsen's
16,000-acre La Coma Ranch in Hidalgo County, one of six ranches
Bentsen owned. "He was one of the biggest developers down here,
cleared thousands of acres."
Bentsen was on the podium during much of last summer's Democratic National Convention, where nis son was named the party's
candidate for vice president.
The senator's Washington office said he left immediately for
Texas after learning of his father's death.

'Love surgeon' offers to resign
DAYTON,
(AP) — Dayton gynecologist Dr. James C. Burt,
who faces charges from the State Medical Board in connection with
his controversial "love surgery," has offered to surrender his certificate to practice medicine, Burt's attorney said Tuesday.
Attorney Earl Moore said he and Burt made the offer during a
meeting with state officials in Columbus.
"We offered to surrender the license and dispense with the hearing," said Moore. "Whether they do that or not, I don't know. Otherwise, we'll go ahead with the hearing."
The Board has charged the 67-year-old Burt with "gross immorality" for 41 alleged violations ranging from overprescribing drugs to
performing unnecessary surgeries.
Most of the charges against Burt by the board have to do with his
self-described "love surgery," in which he rebuilt women's genital
areas, allegedly to enhance their sexual responsiveness.
The surgery, however, instead caused sexual dysfunction, emotional distress, infection, chronic pain, incontinence and the need for
corrective surgery in many patients, the board charged.
Last month, Burt sent a letter to the board denying the charges
and requesting a hearing. The board tentatively set a Jan. 30 hearing
date.
Moore predicted that such a hearing would last six weeks. And he
said Burt has, in effect, retired anyway.
"He's not practicing any medicine at all," said Moore. "We
offered to surrender the certificate to practice medicine and surgery. I'm certain that he feels they will ultimately revoke his license. He feels it's a worthless cause."
Calls to Burt's office went unanswered. And no one answered the
phone at the State Medical Board.
Board spokeswoman Lauran Lubow has said the severest penalty
the state board could impose would be permanent revocation of
Burt's license. The board limited Burt to non-surgical medical practice last November.

He's no dummy!
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He got his senior portrait taken.
He's in The KEY and has some great poses from which to choose his personal portrait package, too.
And all for only $5!

Call 372-8086 to schedule your appointment today... You're no dummy either.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. NOW through Feb. 3.
■
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Top guns to meet in MAC
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

The stakes are high, but the
odds look to be in favor of the
Bowling Green women's basketball team.
The Fal-I
cons, coached
by Fran Voll, [
will be putting
their 11-1
overall record I
and their per- j
feet 3-fl MidAmerican
Conference!
record on the voll
line when they
take on league leading Miami
University tonight at 5:00 p.m.
atMillettHall.
The Redskins, also 11-3 overall, will be putting their perfect
4-0 MAC record on the line as
well.
But for BG, impressive statistics dominate.
The Falcons boast an offense,
led by forward Jackie Motycka,
that ranks second in the MAC in

scoring with an average of 79.5
points per game.
However, that offense will be
facing a MU defense, led by
Maria Foschia, which holds first
place in the MAC for fewest
points allowed with 55.3.
Regardless, the Falcon defense, led by center Angie Bonner, ranks third in the league by
allowing 69.1 points per game
and will face a Redskin offense
which is ranked last in the MAC
and has only been able to muster
61.3 points per game.
"We have to be ready to go
with both our offense and our defense," Voll said. "We can't let
them dictate the situations.
"It is going to take a good
effort from all players and we
are going to have to put it all
together to win."
In order to win and to avenge a
heartbreaking loss to the Redskins in Oxford last year, the
Falcons will have to work to contain senior Maria Fantanarosa.
Fantanarosa, a 5-foot-fl guard,
leads the team in scoring with
an average of 11.9 points per
game. She also leads her team in
assists with an average of 4.5 a

game, which places her third on
the MAC assist leaderboard.
In addition to Fantanarosa,
MU head coach Linda Wunder is
welcoming back five of her top
seven scorers from last year's
squad and seven returning letterwinners.
D D D

FALCON NOTES — Three
Falcon players posted statistics
which landed them in three out
of seven MAC individual statistics categories.
Bonner found herself ranked
12th scoring (13.7 points per
game), fourth in rebounding (8.7
per game) and sixth in field goal
percentage (52.5 percent).
Motycka took over the top
position in free-throw percentage (89.1 percent), in addition to
being recognized as third in
scoring (16.9 points per game)
and 10th in rebounding (6.8 per
game).
Senior guard Megan McGuire
is ranked 13th in points scored
(13.6 points per game), tenth in
field goal percentage (47.3 percent) and seventh in assists (3.6
per game).

Coach continues protest
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Georgetown coach John Thompson did not make the trip with
the Hoyas to Providence on
Tuesday for Wednesday night's
game with the Friars as he continued his protest over the re-

cently adopted Proposition 42, a
school spokesman said.
Thompson walked off the
bench before the tipoff of last
Saturday's Georgetown-Boston
College game in protest of the
new academic standards, which

if not met by incoming freshmen
will cost that student-athlete any
financial aid as well as eligibility for the first year.
Sports information director
Bill Shapland said Thompson
remained behind in Washington,
D.C. when the team left for the
Big East Conference game. He
said the team would be coached
by assistant Craig Esherick.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy today'
Free Catalog

Falcons travel to Miami
WHO: Bowling Green Falcons versus Miami Redskins
WHEN: Tonight at 7:30.
WHERE: At MU's Millett
Hall (9,200) in Oxford, Ohio.
RECORDS: BG enters tonight's contest with a 6-8 record overall and 0-3 in the MidAmerican Conference. The
Falcons' 79-73 loss to visiting
Ball State last Saturday was
their fifth-straight. The Redskins, who lost to Central
Michigan by a score of 82-80
last Saturday, are 5-8 overall
and 1-3 in MAC play.
SERIES: MU holds a 46-29
edge against BG in the overall
series. Last season the Falcons
handed the Redskins a pair of
losses (88-70 at BG and 65-59 in
overtime at Oxford).
COACHES: MU head coach
Jerry Peirson is currently in
his fifth year at the helm. He
has guided the Redskins to a
72-59 record during his tenure.
Falcon head coach Jim Larranaga, in his third year as
head mentor at BG, holds a
33-38 record.

PROBABLE STARTERS:
MIAMI: Lamont
Hanna...6-foot-7, forward (12.4
points per game/ 6.7 rebounds
per game). Tim Stewart...6-7,
forward (13.7 ppg/ 4.9 rpg).
Jim Paul...6-10, center (10.1
Kg/ 5.5 rpg). Karlton Clayrne...6-6, guard (14.3 ppg/
5.0 rpg). Jamie Mercuric..6-3,
guard (6.8ppg/2.2rpg)
BOWLING GREEN: Lamon
Pippin...6-5, forward (12.5
ppg/ 5.5 rpg). Tom Hall...6-6,
forward (6\8 ppg/ 5.0 rpg). Ed
Colbert...6-9, center (5.2 ppg/
6.1 rpg). Joe Gregory...&-10,
Suard (14.6 ppg/ 3.1 rpg). Biy Johnson...6-3, guard (9.6
ppg/3.0 rpg).
MIAMI NOTES: The Redskins possess a big, strong lineup featuring four players scoring in double figures. The front
line will pose a problem for
BG. Hanna is currently ranked
third in the league in rebounding and first in field-goal percentage (.571). Paul is a proven post player in the MAC and
can score as well as rebound.

BOWLING GREEN
NOTES: The Falcons will once
again face a bigger line-up in
the Redskins. Improved inside
Elayers Juan Street and Colert will have their hands full
in containing the Redskin front
line. Gregory is currently
ranked sixth in the league in
scoring. Pippin is ranked 18th
in the MAC in scoring, while
Colbert is ranked eighth in rebounding in the MAC. Guard
Darrell McLane, who saw action for the first time in two
weeks against BSU Saturday,
will try to pick up the pace for
the Falcons. BG averaged 78
points a game in their first six
contests, while only averaging
60 in their last six.
Compiled by Mark Huntebrinker.

Indians' O'Brien looking
forward to fresh change
CLEVELAND (AP) — Pete O'Brien knew it was 156 games for Texas last year. They were his
time for a change when he came to dread dragging lowest home run and RBI totals since 1983.
Still, he was third among American League first
himself to the ballpark every day.
"We were getting a little stale down there (in baseman with a .995 fielding percentage in 1988.
Texas), and we were looking for a change," says
"There's a lot of pressure to win down in Texas
O'Brien, who has found housing in Cleveland and
— there is in any organization," O'Brien said.
hopes he has found a home with the Indians.
O'Brien and his wife were in Cleveland on Tues- "But you really feel it down there, and it can affect
day to meet with team President Hank Peters and a player."
He said the Rangers' release of veteran Larry
to take care of some personal business.
A 31-year-old first baseman, O'Brien came to the Fairish affected the entire offense last season,
even
though Parrish hadn't been hitting well.
Indians along with outfielder Oddibe McDowell
and infielder Jerry Browne in a Dec. 6 trade that
sent infielder Julio Franco to the Rangers.
"You lose a man who has done it before, and it
"We needed a first baseman, and we needed has an adverse effect on you initially," O'Brien
some speed," Peters said. "We think these guys said. "Everybody tries to pick up for him. That
are going to fill some holes for us."
was a problem for us at the start. Everybody was
O'Brien's contract runs through the 1989 season, putting extra pressure on themselves to perform."
but Peters said discussions would be held during
the season aimed at extending the deal.
O'Brien said he also had disagreements with
"We're looking forward to playing a great year Texas manager Bobby Valentine that made it
and then sitting down and doing a lot of talking," difficult for him to play for the Rangers.
O'Brien said.
"Two personalities have differences someO'Brien hit .272 with 16 home runs and 71 RBI in times," O'Brien said. "We had plenty of talks."

Preferred Properties Co.
Presents
Brand new luxury housing units

HORMEL • THE ORIGINAL CHIP CHOP ^

The back-court is also strong
as Mercurio's 4.9 assists per
game ranks him fifth in the
league. Clayborne is sixth in
the league in assists at 4.8 per
game and ninth in the league in
scoring. Stewart is 11th in the
league in scoring.

FOX RUN
217 South Mercer

for more information
call 352-9378 or
stop at 835 High Street

I ^fe

CHOPPED $1/9
LJ #% II Jl AND WATER
If^lVI PRODUCT

| LB

CUSTOM SLICED
DAIRY MART

S
REG OR
| .AVE
SUPER DOGS*"
DAIRY MART

Largest square foot living space in Bowling Green
one year or fall leases available

DUTCH

LOAF

FRANKS

Two bedroom, furnished, gas hot water heat, washer and dryer in each apartment, microwave, dishwasher, food waste disposal, self-cleaning electric range, frost-free refrigerator, central air, wall to
wall carpet, individual storage space in the hallway, dead bolt locks, bath and a half, walk in closets,
built in bookcase, prewired for telephone and cable, EXTERIOR -2x6 construction, heavily insulated, light weight concrete floors between apartments, trash removal provided, individual utility
meters, resident pays all utilities. Membership privilege to Cherrywood Health Spa.

BREWSTER * AWARD WINNING
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FOOD STAMPS MONEY ORDERS

• Help the Orientation
Program
• Learn Leadership Skills
• Meet New People
• Be A Part of BGSU
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Applications Due January 20,1989 405 Student Services
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BE AN ORIENTATION HOST

Be a Leader and Show that in BG

"WE CARE!"
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Bengals, 49ers showcase
league's best offenses
MIAMI (AP) - Eric Thomas
looks at Eddie Brown and sees
Jerry Rice. Jeff Fuller looks at
Roger Craig and sees Ickey
Woods.
More specifically, as the San
Francisco and Cincinnati defenses get ready for Sunday's Super
Bowl, they see the other team's
offense reflected in their own.
That was the consensus on
Tuesday's "Picture Day," the
first of the three hour-long sessions the players must spend
with the more than 1,000 reporters and camera crews in town
for the game.
The session at Joe Robbie Stadium was a little different than
most — many of the players,
particularly the blacks on both
teams, were asked their opinions of the disturbance Monday
night in Overtown, a predominantly black section 10 miles
away, but near the downtown
hotels where officials and media
are staying.
Still, the focus was on the two
offenses, which ranked 1-2 in the
NFL, with Cincinnati averaging
almost 379 yards per game and
San Francisco almost 370. The
Bengals were first in rushing,
the 49ers first in passing, but
both have been run-oriented during the playoffs.

Courtesy the Key/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green gymnast Lisa Hillman performs on the uneven parallel bars in last Sunday's meet
against the Kent State Golden Flashes. The Falcons won the meet 178.6 to 176.25.

^SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD

Indeed, it is more than that.
The Bengals, for example,
took the unusual step of changing some of their offensive terminology this week.
Why?

True, Woods does posttouchdown shuffle better than
Craig, who shuffles not at all.
But Woods had more practice,
with 15 touchdowns to 10 for
Craig.

Because it's similar to San
Francisco's — natural enough
since Sam Wyche was the 49ers'
quarterback coach under Bill
Walsh en route to becoming
head coach of the Bengals.

For more of the sameness,
there are Rice and Brown, the
two long-ball receivers, who
were drafted almost simultaneously in 1985 — Brown No. 13,
Rice No. 16. Brown was the
offensive rookie of the year that
season but has been overshadowed since by Rice, who last
year set an NFL record with 22
touchdown catches in 12 nonstrike games.

But beyond that, there's the
simple coincidence of offensive
talent, stacked at the same positions.
It starts with two of the best
Suarterbacks in the game — Joe
lontana, the 49ers' two-time
Super Bowl MVP, vs. Boomer
Esiason, the NFL MVP this
season. Esiason is younger, lefthanded and more mobile, but

TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

[-"ood coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

BENTLEY'S

FOUNDERS SEMI-FORMAL DANCE
January 20, 1989

presents

Doors open 8:00 p.m., dinner served 8:30 p.m.

ERIC DICKEY

Couples - $13.90 in coupons, $5.00 cash
Singles • $6.95 in coupons, $2.50 cash

on piano
nightly

Full Buffet Served, with Beverage,
Punch and Snacks Served during the dance.
Professional Disc Jockey
Door prizes and a tumbler
for each person.

354 -0558
THE NAKED GUN •
EVENINGS 9 45
RAINMAN •
EVEVNGS 6 4TJ 9 15
TWINS
EVEVNGS 7 00 9 35
DEEPSTAR SIX R
EVENNSS 7"5P30

Take Kaplan OTTake Your Chances

Toledo Center -

536-3701

3450 W. Central,

Suite 322

P\C\

C

AK~

A en -)

T~

DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS
IJ

PG EVENINGS 7 05

MI

GR€€NBRIflR, INC.
IS NOW L6RSING FOR
FALL 1989
501 Pike Street
Field Manor Apartments, Leroy & Frazee Avenue.
Frazee Avenue Apartments, corner of Thurstin and Frazee
Ridge Manor Apartments, 519 Ridge Street
334 N. Main Street

224 €. UJooster

Tuesday-Friday

For more Information contact
Patrick Yarman at 372-1433
or Rob Strauss at 372-1431.

•^jSa
*#

**v.

1

Any
Volunteers?
ftn*

'"o/ty

'***!'*.

Ss? sIJy"H.
. l
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No prior experience necessary - training is provided.
Deadline for Winter Applications: January 30, 1989
Winter Training Begins February 6, 1989

Give Your Community a Hand!

THE JANUARY MAN

1 STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Will be held in Founders East Dining Hall
Tickets on sale Thurs., Sun., Mon. & Tues.
from 4-6 p.m. outside of cafeteria.

Caring people are needed to assist persons experiencing a problem or crisis.
Make a Difference
Call today: 352-1545
or come in to the LINK at 52S Pike Stret.

cinenu

*4.00

LOUNGE

The LINK Crisis Center Needs You!

aV . woodland mol

THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted lor this sp»-< ial

Davis, who made $922,500 in 1988. will get $1.25 million in 1989,
$1,425 million in 1990 and $1,725 million in 1991. He batted .295 last
season with 18 homers and 69 runs batted in.
Washington was the last to sign among the 12 players made "newlook" free agents by arbitrator George Nicolau in the second collusion case. Washington rejected a two-year, $1.5 million offer from
the New York Yankees. The Yankees then increased their offer
slightly, but refused to go beyond two years.

each is capable of winning a
game by himself.
It continues with the running
games — Craig, who led the
NFC in rushing with 1,502 yards,
vs. Brooks and Woods, who had
1,066 for a 5.3 average as a rookie.

"They want to run the ball
first, then throw it; we want to
run the ball first then throw it,"
said Thomas, Cincinnati's left
comerback, who was burned
twice by Rice for touchdowns in
the Bengals' 27-28 loss to the
49ers last season. One was a
22-yard TD pass on the final play
of the game.

Six players sign,
avoid arbitration ALL YOU CAN EAT
NEW YORK (AP) — Alvin Davis and five others avoided arbitration Tuesday by agreeing to new contracts, while free agents
Claudell Washington and Neil Allen found new teams.
Davis agreed to a three-year, $4.45 million contract with the Seattle Mariners while Washington agreed to a three-year, $2,625 million
contract with the California Angels. Allen agreed to a one-year contract with the Cleveland Indians worth $325,000.
Shawon Duns ton, Zane Smith, John Cerutti, Edwin Nunez and Al
Nipper, who had filed for arbitration, agreed to one-year contracts,
reducing the players in salary arbitration to 127.

"But it's more than that. They
have Roger Craig at running
back, we nave Ickey Woods and
James Brooks. They have a
great quarterback, we have a
great quarterback. They have
Jerry Rice, we have Eddie
Brown."

t*fl**
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352-0717

THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds

January 18,1989

REWARD IF RETURNED Thm bangle Dracelel
loat Wed 1 11 Deep family SENTIMENTAL
VALUEPiease call Jennie 372-3870 or
372-3870 No question! asked

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• * * Woman In Communication " * ■
Don't miss the first WtCI meeting of the semester tonight at 7 30 m the West Mall Commons
(2nd Floor) Get Info about journalism and
RTVF internships enjoy tree 0122a and get to
know your Dig 'little All are welcome
•• WICI" WICI" WICI

BE AN ORIENTATION HOST
SHOW YOUR "WE CARE" SPIRIT'
APPLICATIONS DUE JAN 20 406S.S BLDG
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
INFORMATION MEETING
WEO JAN 18. 7:30
TOWN RM IN UNION

SERVICES OFFERED
Center lor Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Teat
Proud to be Pro Choice
18 N Huron Toledo. OH
265-776©

"AD CLUB"
Meet Glenn Mellmgcr
Market Service Director telling about ("The
Success of Domino's Nocd!")Wednesday.
January 21st 7 30 pm Third Floor ot the
Union
ATTEN: MEDIEVAL JOUSTING TOURNAMENT
Study at the University ot East Angus.Norwich.
England Last info session Jan t8. 411 South
Hal 7 30 pm or call Int'l Programs 37-2247
Earn 15 BG credit hours Application Oeedane
Jan 20

OAYTONA BEACH TRIP
S225 bus- S145 own transportation
Includes 8 days 7 nights al Beachfront Hotel
Free dairy pool parlies Cal Ramona al
353-7236 or Jefl at 353-6731 CMI Campua
Marketing Reps

PERSONALS

• Attention Public Relations Majors'
Bowling Green Pubfec Rotations Organization
(BGPRO) invites you to its Spring organizational
meeting Wednesday. February 18 316 West
HaHatOOOpm See you there*
•SPRING BREAK"
B-ONE TRAVEL
Florida lav only) from $169 round trip
-Jamaica pkg $529 (Quad rate)
BartamaslNassaul pkg $439 (quad rate)
-Acaoufco pkg S559 (quad rate)
Includes round-trip m fare, hotel, transfers
Going fast so call TODAY 352-4179

Student Court is now accepting applications for
new members Stgn up today lor an interview at
405 Student Services
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
INFORMATIONAL MEETING. MONDAY JAN
23RO AT 7 30 IN BA ANNEX RM 1007 NEW
AND OLD MEMBERS WELCOME
Washington Center Internships Information
Session today at 4:00 In the Capitol Room ol
the Union, internships are available In all fields,
housing and scholarships are offered if cant
attend contact the Center (or Academic Options. 231 Admin. 3728202

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CATHY STOUTENBUROH
love. Allot us

Student Court is now accepting applications for
new members Sign up today al 405 Student
Services

Here comes the bride
Al dressed In white. .
You can't back out now
For soon the strings wll be tied1
CHERIE JAWELLO and ANDY JACKSON wll
soon
take the big step
Congratulations on your engagement I
Love.
Your Gamma Phi Sisters

1 or 2 non-smoKIng roommate nested lor next
tall and spring Call Julie or Rhonda at
3 7 2 -1682 fro more Info

If you have the guts to cal me. I can make you
nch 404-662-6555

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needa. UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN S a COED BASKETBALL • JAN 18
MEN'S BOWUNG - JAN 24

LOST & FOUND
DIAMOND PENDANT from gold necklace IT rs
ol extreme sentimental value IF FOUND
PLEASE CALL 372-2565 TnanM
lost Mens classes m black case Please cal
Doug at 372 5059

ALPHA SIOMA PHI
SAMS.
ROCK-A-UKE-CONTEST HAPPY HOURS
FBI JAN 27. 19U8
MARK'S PIZZA

The BG News

MTVIALPHA SIQMA PHI
ROCK A LIKE
GHEEKS TAKE A STAND AND SING!
ROCK-A-LIKE

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

t -equired for all non-un

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70
csity related businesses and individuals

Female roomate to share tug house, own room
S125 00 per month stop by any time 255 S
Church St or calf 352-4952. ask for Anne
Female roommate needed to share 4 person, 2
Ddrm apt lor Fall ol 1989 and Spring of 1990
Cal 353-3672

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place odvertismg m The BG News
The decision on whether tc releose this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News- The
pu'pose o* 'nis policy is to discourage 'he placement of advertising 'hot may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing *o individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

SOPHOMORES
AND
JUNIORS

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
(PRINT)

t female roommate Free heat close to campua Cal 353- 7925

2 females needed to share furnished apt very
close to campua (Thurstin and Ridge) Rent negotiate Cal 353-7630

_ The BG News vvill not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Pleose come to
" 2U West Hall immediately if there is an error m your ad
The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ods 'or more than two consecutive insertions

NAME

WANTED

1 -2 females needed 89-90 school yea/ 6th St
2 bdrm furnished Apt . AC. heat, water paid
$485 semester cal Amy 353-4633 ASAP

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

per od ore 65' per line. $1.95 minimum
. 50* extra per od fc bold type*.
Appro*ima-eiy 35-45 spaces per line.

RATES:

WHrFFLEBALl TOURNAMENT
AOPI'S * * AOPI'S ' *
Oh teams -gel psyched lor the f>g day. Jan
211
Practice, practice, practice"
Don't forget happy hours at Uptown Friday Jan
20 tram 5-9'
Lambda Chi • • Lambda Chi • •

1 Non-smoWng Female Ftoomate Own Bedroom Free Utilities Call 353-3989

Two days prior to publication. 4pm
" {The BG News is r*ot responsible for pos'ol service delays)

DEADLINE:

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN ALL FIELDS: intern
m Washington DC housing provided, scholarships available. BGSU credit earned Learn
more today al 4:00 In the Capitol Room of the
Union or contact the Center for Academic Options. 231 Admin. 372-8202 Summer deadIna. Fab 17

_____^_____

PHONE#_

MARKETING
MANAGEMENT
POSITION
GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
MAKE $3,000 TO $4,000
PART-TIME

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)
aa cieariy. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Campus Marketing Associates (CMA)
will be on the Bowling Green Slaie Univeriity campus on Monday, JANUARY
30TH lo interview students for a
SPRING SEMESTER position in marketing management. CMA has developed a unique advertising concept that
received unanimously favorable responses in its initial test markets.
The ideal candidate will be a personable, well-organized, and highlycommitted individual who has a genuine
interest in marketing, management, or
entrepreneurship. Responsibilities will
include developing a marketing plan,
making sales presentations, developing
advertising strategies, managing account
relationships, and reporting to a regional marketing director. Associates will
need their own transportation.

Ctastillcotion In which you wish your od to oppaar:
Campus & City Ivontf"

Won tad

Lost and found

. Halo Wont.d

Rldoi

. For Sal*

Sorvlcos Offorod

. For «ant

_^.^^_ Poraonals
■ Campus City Evant ads ara publlshad fro* ol charf* for ono day lor o non-profit event or meeting only.

Dates to appear.

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The SO Nows
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of days to appear.

Phono:

Bowling Green ■ Olden

2

and finest Pliierka.^»^^

Small lO'
lO"
Cheese

75

Pizzas
Plizas
f*j?
Chicago Styla ailro
Exua Items Jl OO
covers both pizzas
Free Delivery

iMr*„„,oi...

203N fTloin

0 pizza never hod It so good!

OPEN 4 PfTl
|pm

Sun (during school)

|3 OO m*n. for Free OetJvery
Limited Rreo

lor any IP" Out

*3

h»« Pint ond get
on* con ol eSB IRIl
I. > V)' *och

CH-rogo Style e-tra

Free Delivery

352-5166

Fast Free Delivery

352-5166

INTERVIEWS LIMITED TO
FIRST 15 APPLICANTS TO
SIGN-UP ON THE
SCHEDULE.

Small Pizza & Pop

Ch.... g C
W

l"H^/;Cr

For more information, please see our
job description and sign up for an interview in the Co-Op Education Program
office at 238 Administrative Building.

372-2601

__

pEte^
OPIH

4 pm

expir« !-5i-8°

0 '$

PISJT" '

No) valid with
any other offar

0KN4MI

I PITI Sunday during Krlool

COUPON

I pm Sunday during Khooi

'
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One male roommate needed for Spring 1989
Cal 353 4900 or 352-211 7
RIGHT Wing roommate with clear lungs needed
ASAP S200/mo include It al No lease
353-46 2 6
Roommate needed now Female to share bedroom apartment Close to campus S13S a
month Cal 353-8900
Sola Bed Couch
Good Condition ■ Reasonable Price
CaB Paul at 372-3806
Summer Payroll Coordinator The Toledo area
Private Industry Council is seeking an individual
to assist in the payroll department for its youth
program. The position begins May 1. 1969 with
a salary ol $6*7 per hour depending on expenence Candidates should have one year ol College with emphasis on accounting Direct resumes to Attention Accounting 1 Goverment
Center Suite 1900 Toledo. OH 43604-2279
no later than January 27. 1989 EOE Affirms
Ov* Action
Wanted Immediately
Female to sublease house close to campus.
own room Cal 353-7717
Wanted to Ml apt or house One male or female Close to campus and furnished Call
353 0325 or 352-7365

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
12864 Mungen Rd -Why live near a park when
you can own one? A Winter Wonderland this
time of year In the summer a dazzling display of
greenery 21 acres including a 1 7 acre lake A
beautiful brick home, and beach house Extra
garage and storage building This property is
known as Bigetow Lake Estate Price has been
reduced Cal Virginia Waltz 354-2521 or Bivins Real Estate 352-5122
1975 Chevy Nova Engine good-body poor
$250 or best offer
1978 Volkswagen 9 passenger van. very good
cond $2500 or best offer 352-2818
78 Cuttas Salon some rust, high mites, but
DEPENDABLE $600 Cal Karen 354-9230
8 30 am 4 30 pm M F
81 Plymouth Sapporo Good Condition1
5 speed, a/c. Sun roof- $ 1600 00

Cal 3520431
BOOKS FOR SALE
WHO AM I IN THE UVES OF CHILDREN BY
FEENEY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 88>89 BY DUNSKIN THESE BOOKS
ARE FOR HOEC 123 WITH SUSAN DUNN
PLEASE CALL 372-5348
Coupon Books $90 00. Negotiable 353-4969
Mobile Home For Sale
Great Investment
1970 12x65 Gardner
2 bedroom, stove & frig stays
8x10 wooded shed
Reasonably Priced
Cal after 5 00pm 352-0676
MUSIC BOOK SALE
Used and collectable book dealer specializing
in Books About Classical MUSH: will offer same
for sale, one day only. Wed . Jan 18. in Green
Room. MUSIC Bldg

FOR RENT

Jay Mar Apartments
Large two bedroom apts
as low as $406 00 per month
Laundry Close to campus
Beat the heat with central air

354-6036

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO JOINtl
HSA is sM welcoming members Semester
dues are only $5 Come in to the Honors Office
(231 Ad Bug ) lor more Wo.
USA-MORE THEN THE EYEI

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
S.A.M.S.
nOCR-A-LIKE CONTEST HAPPY HOURS
FRIJAN27, 1MS
MARK'S PIZZA

Mental Health Professors
Expansion of services m our twenty-four bed in
patient unit unit provides an exciting opportunity tor you to jo*n our new mud-cal director and
nursing supervisor along with our muflidisapiinary mental health start as we enter a new
phase of m patient and out patient services We
are now excepting applications and resumes lor
forth coming positions registered nurses certification of BSN prefferred; and mental health
technologists (associate degree in mental
hearth or related field preferred) Psychiatrics,
social worker (MSW preferred) one to three
years experience with adolescent or adult
clients preferred attractive, competitive benefit
package including tuition reimbursement and relocation expenses available Please cal Human
Resources for application. Mrs Kim or Mrs
Boruenkircrter RNC (extension 430) For further
Info Human Resource Department Memorial
Hospital 715 South Taft Ave Fremont. Oh
43420 1 800-446-0238 or 419 332-7321
One female roommate wanted to sub-lease tor
spring semester close to campus Washer.dryer, dishwasher, microwave, and 2-car
garage $ 100 monthly Cal 352-1668

DO TWO GET ONE FREE
look for our coupon m the BGSU Phone Directory Kirk's Coin Laundry. 709 S Main

DO TWO GET ONE FREE
Look for our coupon in the BGSU Phone Directory Kirk's Com Laundry 709 S Main

Rush Theta Chi
Come out and experience an off-campus (rater
niry Tuesday-1 7 and Thursday-19 at 7 30 Cal
352-9001 forndes
Rush Theta CM

PRE-LAW SOCIETY
The Pre-Law Society wiM meet Wed . January
18 at 7 00 p m «n room 100' ot the BA Annex
Our guest speaker will be Greg Bakies Director
ol Student Legal Services New members wetcome1
PRE-LAW SOCIETY

RUSH RUSH
ALPHA SIQMA PHI
CASINO/PIZZA NIGHT
ALPHA SIQMA PHI
RUSH RUSH
TONIGHT 7:30
SPRING BREAK
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND
FROM $299 00
PACKAGE INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP AIR. TRANSFERS 7 NIGHTS
HOTEL
BEACH PARTIES FREE LUNCH. CRUISE.
FREE
ADMISSION TO NIGHTCLUBS. TAXES a
MORE"
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE"!
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP EARN FREE
TRIPi
1 800-231-0113 OR (203) 967 3330

Dear Tom
Get psyched tor the big Winter Semi-lormal
dance at founderLove. Tammy

• ■ SKI CLUB
Welcome back1 The ski season is now m ful
swing Become a pert of it. rotn BQSU SKI
CLUB tonight at 7 30. 070 Overman Hall Let's
abroad some Beatty - Newcomers Welcome1

Attention: Spanish Club
Welcome Back Party
Thurs. Jan. 10
214 N. Enterprise
Everyone Welcome!?
Bring New Ideas"
or call 353-2714

Only lour weaka ara left to apply for the experience of your Me1 Find out how you can attend
college In another state without paying out-ol
state fees and still graduate from BGSU on time
through NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Learn more Thurs. Jan 19 at 4pm In the Alumni
Rm. Union or cal the Center for Academic Op
tons. 372-8202

Dear Lies
I can't wait to take you to the Semi-formal. Your
looken good Babe.Rich

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
S.A.M.B.
ROCK-ALIKE CONTEST HAPPY HOURS
Fill. JAN 27, 1989
MARK'S PIZZA

Attention Spanish CluD Members
and anyone wishing to (0«nM
Meeting Tonight'
211 South Hall
7pm
Officer Elections"

MTVfALPHA SIOMA PHI
ROCK-A-LIKE
GREEKS TAKE A STAND AND SING'
ROCK-A-LIKE

CROSS THE ATLANTIC
Study at the University of East Angka. Norwich.
England Last Into Session Jan 18:411 South
Hal 7.30pm or cal Int'l Programs 372-2247
Earn 15 BQ credit hours Appkcation Deadline
Jan 20

R SNYDER COLLISION
13410 Bishop Rd BG
8 30 5 30 Ph 352-9314

MTV/ALPHA SIOMA PHI
ROCK-A-LIKE
GREEKS TAKE A STAND AND SING'
ROCK-A-LIKE

352-5166
fcrptre* 5-31-6°
Not valid with
any other oiler
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Act in TV Commercials No experience All
ages children, teens young adults, families.
etc High pay TV advertising Call tor casting information Charm Studios (3t3) 542-8400
EXT 3176
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT INTERNSHIP lor an upper class BGSU student,
for 10-20 hours per week, now through end of
school year, as legal researcher and courtroom
bailiff No pay but excellent experience for
person interested in criminal justice or legal career For an application form, cal Mary Coweli
at 352-5263. 8 30 a m 4 30 p.m.
Delivery persons part-time
Apply 2-4 p m Monday thru Friday DiBenedetto's 1432 E Wooster No phone cans
ENTREPRENEURS WANTED
Triple a Student Painters looking lor individuals
who want lo get practical business experience
Earn between $5000-10000 a summer Must
be hardworking For more information call Steve
at 31 3 263 6080
GOVERNMENT JOBS!
$18,037 to $69,405 Immediate Hiring'
Your area Cal (refundable)
1-518-459-3611 EXTF 1 535 A
lor Fedarei List 24 HRS
Gymnastics instructors needed must have
previous experience in gymnastics phone John
352-1968
Highly motivated energetic individual to til bartending, waiter, waitress floor walker and cearwer positions at high-energetic nightclub . car
pooling available Good way to earn money for
Spnn Break Apply at Buttons. Tues thru Sun
after 8 30
Houseboy wanted' Phone 2-5080
Live-in summer time help In private house Babysitting A light housekeeping Cal or write:
MOTHERS LITTLE HELPER 30574 Woodstream Drive. Farminglon HiHs. Ml 48018 Ph
313-8510660

Need extra money Nation-wide cosmetic
company is looking for ambitious young women
to sol quality cosmetics Please cal. collect it
you want. 1 531 6695
Now accepting applications! f Students with
morning ava.lab.hry only ChurchaTs Supermarket Inc 1 141 S Main B G

1 Fern roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
apt Cal alter 4 00 353-4039
2 Bdrm sublease Jan 15 to Aug 1 Carpet.
Air. UN pd NapoieanRd $405 00 per month
352-9136 days. 353-4294 eves
2 Bedroom Furn Apt Available immediately
Free Gas. Water. HBO 2 Playboy Channels
only $300 00 mo Call 352-5620. 352 */56
3 bedroom house for rent
609 Kenwood. Bowling Green
287-3896
Apartment lor rent furnished Move in now All
utilities paid Jeff 353-7238 or 353-4610
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
Time is running out to get yours tor the
1989-90 school year Call now 352-9302
Female roommate wanted, share furn 2bedrm
apt mcl util Call 8 2 3-3016 ask for Pam or see
her at 614 Fuller Or Apt 6 after 7 p.m
FOR RENT
1.2,3, or 4 bedroom apartments Please cal
between 1:30 and 5 30 in the afternoon
Please cal 354-8800
Furnished 2 br Apt sublet, close to campus
$425/month including utilities. Cal 353-4778
or 372-2268(leave message for Maretke)
Graduate Students-1 bdrm apt very close to
campus Utilities partly paid Call 287-3896
Houses & Apartments - Close to Campua
For Summer 1989 & 1989-90 school year
1-267-3341
Houses for 89-90 school year. Steve Smith.
352-8917 or stop by oft ice at 532 Manvile for
listing
Large, beautiful unfum 1 bedroom.
Avail immed Close to campus

353-5261
Registered nurses
Ful time and part-time positions available lor
registered nurses IN OBSTETRICS. PEDIATRICS. CCUICU and ER We otter an attractive
benefit plan including up to $1000 toward moving relocation AND 100% TUITION REIMBUR
SEMENT toward BSN degree Please col Human Resources lor an application. Mrs Kim or
Mrs Borvenkircher RNC (extension 430) lor
further information Human Resources Department Memorial Hospital 715 South Taft Ave
Fremont 43420 1 -800-446-2038

Volunteer to tutor children, work with mentally
and physically handicapped adults, or train to
teach adults reading at Organization Meeting
Wed Jan 18 from 6-7 PM at UCF Center.
313 Thurstin or cal Kay 352 7534

I medium Pizza and 2 Pops
I
For any 13" flfj |'f m
I
PjUfl and get 1 can*
I
ofeQ£jiu
I
I
E> K '5' each
I Chicago Style extra
I
Free Delivery
I
352-5166
I
expires 5-31-8°
I
I
Not volid with
I OPEN 4 Pill
ony other oiler

*6 25

pg^lo's
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' 1 bedroom & 2 bedroom
(urn aunfurn apartments
• 123 Manvile (house)
' Roommates needed male- female
Cal John Newfove Real Estate
354-2260

I Pm Sunday during Khool

COUPON

Needed Now' Roomate To Share 2 bdrm. Apt
Closo to Campus $t 08 00>mo 353-4658
Needed One female roommate to sublease
spacious apartment in Theta Chi House Spring
semester Nodeposrt Cal354-2471
One bedroom lurnished apt close to campus
lorspnng 1989 1-287-3341
Sublease now. 1 bdrm. $285/mo
Cal
1 875-6240 before 5 00pm MF. or stop at
421 W Wooster no 5
Well maintained 2 bdrm apts Close to campua,
leases avail starting May or Aug 1989. Phone
419-287-4685 850 Scott Hamilton Exceptionally nice, modern, furn . laundry facilities.
AC. water & sewer Includ 12 mo lease. $595
per month 9 mo lease. $695 per mo 234 S.
College stove a retrig . lower apt . $305 per
month, upper apt $346 month

WHAT IS
CHOLESTEROL?
Cholesterol is a lally substance
lound in animal tissue Primary
sources ol cholesterol in the American diet are lally meals, egg yolks,
and whole milk dairy products Cholesterol is essential lor certain body
processes but the amount the body
manufactures is sufficient lor these
needs High levels ol cholesterol m
the bloodstream are associated with
a higher risk ol heart disease and
stroke This risk can be reduced by
adopting an eating pattern moderate
in cholesterol-containing foods and
saturated (animal) fats, which can increase the cholesterol level in fhe
blood Contact your local American
Heart Association lor more
into/ mftlipn

